CIGS ロシア フルソフ教授・ポノマリョーワ教授セミナー
「ロシアの視点・バルカン、カラー革命」
Professor Andrey Fursov, Professor Elena Ponomareva Seminar
- "Russian Perspective & The Balkans, color revolutions" -

Date & time: 7th May 2015 (Thursday) 14:00 - 17:00
Venue: ShinMarunouchi Conference Room 901
(9F, Shin-Marunouchi Bldg.,
5-1 Marunouchi 1-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo)

Agenda:
14:00-14:05 Opening
14:05-14:50 Andrey Fursov’s lecture
“Soviet Communism in the Russian History and
World System (English)”
14:50-16:10 Elena Ponomareva’s lecture
“The Balkans: Coloured Revolutions as a Form of
Managed Chaos (Russian with Japanese)”
16:10-17:00 Q&A

Moderator: Daisuke Kotegawa, Research Director, CIGS
Language: English • Russian
Speaker's profile:

**Andrey FURSOV (アンドレイ・フルソフ)**
- Graduated from Moscow State University Institute of Asia and Africa Studies
- Director of the Institute of system-strategic studies
- Head of the department of Asia and Africa, Institute of scientific information for social sciences of the Russian Academy of Science (INION)
- Acting member, the International Academy of Science (Innsbruck, Austria)

**Elena PONOMAREVA (エレーナ・ポノマリョーワ)**
- Graduated from Moscow State University Department of History in 1990
- Professor of Moscow State Institute of International Relations, Chair of Comparative Politology
- 1995 PhD dissertation "The Demise of the Yugoslavian Model of Federalism"
- 2010 Doctor of science dissertation "The Formation of the Statehood at the Post-Yugoslavian Territory"

Main spheres of interest:
- The Demise of the Yugoslavian Model of Federalism
- The Formation of the Statehood at the Post-Yugoslavian Territory